10 Most Expensive Chronic Diseases Discovered On Kleyne Talk Radio

Rose Hong & Sharon Kleyne Share What To Do for Chronic Disease & Better Health. Rose Hong Reveals 5 Proactive Behaviors for Better Health on Sharon Kleyne Talk Radio.

GRANTS PASS, Ore. (PRWEB) February 01, 2019 -- Date aired: January 28th, 2019

Guest: Rose Hong, founder/director of Global Dragon TV in Washington, D.C.

Writer, TV host, producer, health author and entrepreneur Rose Hong from Washington, D.C. recently joined Power of Water® talk radio host Sharon Kleyne to discuss the ten most expensive chronic diseases in the U.S. and discover proactive behaviors for better health on Water Life Science® leader Kleyne’s internationally syndicated weekly talk radio program, The Sharon Kleyne Hour Water Life Science®/Nature’s Pharma®, The Power of Water® & Your Health sponsored by Nature’s Tears® EyeMist® on VoiceAmerica.

“Did you notice,” Water Life Science® inventor Kleyne asked her listening audience of more than two million worldwide, “how disease is out of control? You hear the word ‘remission’ all the time now, but you don’t hear the word ‘cure’, and that concerns me.”

Water Life Science® lifestyle and Power of Water® advocate Kleyne has been teaching for years that body water vapor loss as a result of evaporation triggers symptoms of disease. “People are not absorbing what it means,” said Kleyne.

Hong agreed. “I believe in becoming an active participant in communities,” said Water Life Science® promoter Hong. Like Kleyne, Hong believes that people should drink eight-to-ten glasses of water every day to maintain health. Coming from a Chinese background, Hong was always interested in the holistic treatments of traditional Chinese medicine (TCM). “Good health begins in your own family,” said Hong. “As a child, you become educated within the family about health, then you become empowered to act in your family and community for better health.”

“People must be more personally responsible about health,” said Water Life Science® quarterback Kleyne. “I’d also like to see insurance companies extend coverage to include alternative health practices. The insurance companies would make even more money if they did.”

“People need to be proactive,” added Power of Water® disciple Hong, “because you can’t trust the government or anybody else with your health.” Hong went on to cite alarming statistics. Did you know that 3.2 trillion dollars have been spent on treatment of chronic disease since 2015? Do you realize that one heart attack-related incident occurs in this country every forty seconds?

The ten most expensive chronic diseases include: cardiovascular disease, smoking-related health issues, diabetes, Alzheimer’s, cancer, obesity, arthritis, asthma, stroke and health issues related to the consumption of alcohol. Power of Water® advocate Hong also shared five prevention tips for better proactive health: lose weight, eat a healthy diet designed for you personally, stop smoking, stay current on your screens and shots, and be happy! Find joy in your life.

*
If you would like to listen to the program featuring Global Dragon TV Producer/Director Rose Hong and Power of Water® talk radio host and Water Life Science® educator Sharon Kleyne talking about the Power of Water® and the ten most expensive diseases threatening the life of the planet, follow this link: https://www.voiceamerica.com/episode/112915/top-10-most-expensive-chronic-diseases
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